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GÖDEL’S VINDICATION OF DEFINABILITY

In the opinion of many commentators, both among logicians and
mathematicians, Gödel’s import and influence was nil.

According to Kreisel [1988] Gödel’s incompleteness theorems
haven’t had any use, and properly so, since they were tailored to refute, or
confirm, it doesn’t matter, a specific thesis, and they end up there.

Bourbaki [1960] dutifully recalls Gödel’s two incompleteness
theorems, but only in the historical notes, section “Metamathematics” and
nowhere else in his treatise . They are likewise seen as a negative answer
to Hilbert’s program. Bourbaki gives a hint of the proof and of the
technique used, saying that it is based on a one to one correspondence
between metamathematical sentences and certain propositions of
formalized arithmetic.

The most favorable appreciation is due to Myhill [1950], but for
philosophy. He stresses the important conceptual distinction between the
decidable and the semidecidable which emerged from the combined effect
of the completeness, incompleteness and undecidability theorems, and
from the development of recursion theory; semidecidability is a notion
one could not even before conceive of, nor, given an abstract definition of
it, imagine that it could be instantiated by such important cases as logic
itself.

But in philosophy not even the Gödel-Tarski’s theorem on the
undefinability of truth has had an influence, though it well could have in
the philosophy of science. Ironically, the truth notion continues to be used
in the sloppy characterization of the undecidable propositions as true but
unprovable propositions.
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In a sense the disparaging attitude towards Gödel is right, in another
sense it is not. Mathematics has not changed because of (the awareness
of) incompleteness; it is possible to list names of people expecting and
desiring completeness and decidability (from Leibniz to Peirce1) as well as
of people fearing it, as Weyl [1918, 1949], or doubting it, as von
Neumann2; when the answer came in 1930 and such an astonishing and
definitive piece of knowledge was added to the human intellectual
patrimony there were those who were happy and those who where
frustrated or surprised, but then mathematics went on as before. Almost.
The mathematics which was not concerned with logical issues. But Gödel’s
theorems established a new paradigm.

Paradigms, in the sense of Kuhn [1962], are scientific results,
important solved problems which stand as model for future research, for
the choice of problems, the techniques available or allowable, the
solutions accepted.  

In order to assess the value of Gödel’s contribution we have to look
at the theorem (by Gödel’s theorem we mean here his first incompleteness
theorem); but not at the theorem itself, rather to its proof, or its proofs.
Gödel opened new paths, but it is not the result which did it, the proof did
it. The theorem closed an era by solving a dramatic open problem, the
proof opened a new one, through the ideas and methods employed.
Working in its wake logicians (including himself) then tackled other
important problems, such as decidability, they studied recursive
functions, they invented the computer, they developed the mathematical
theory of languages, they became computer scientists.

The technology of paradoxes and definability

In Gödel’s proof there was the vindication of the long derided and
opposed to notion of definability, with its paradoxes and conceptual
difficulties. The technique gave mathematical status first to the

                                    
1 For Peirce see Myhill [1950].
2 For the climate of hopes and expectations surrounding Gödel’s work, see Lolli [1992].
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definability notion, hence to the mathematical theory of languages. The
paradoxes became now proof arguments, proving to be not paradoxes at
all but evidence of incompleteness or undecidablity features of languages.
The whole of mathematics acquired a deeper consciousness of its
linguistic nature.

Gödel used for his proof a very simple technology, a time honored
one, since it was perhaps the first shrewd manifestation of pure thought,
but later for centuries confined in the realm of the strange, of the
disturbing and of humour, namely the paradoxes of self-reference. Recall
those lines of the introduction of [Gödel 1930] where Gödel says that the
analogy of his argument with Richard’s antinomy leaps to the eyes, as well
as with the “Liar”, adding in a footnote that any epistemological antinomy
could as well be used for the proof. Actually they had been used, as we
will see, at least one of them (in Finsler’s argument based on Richard’s
antinomy)3.

Gödel will later say that Wittgestein’s mistake and delusion was that
the theorem were a paradox, while it is a true theorem. To have the
paradox work however, and becoming a proof, he had to supplement it
with a sophisticated and entirely new technology, that of the
arithmetization of languages (we do not consider Leibnitz’s anticipations
significant for the history of science, though they were for Gödel himself).

Antinomies were galore in those days, and lately especially those
connected with definability, the worst ones to the mathematicians. The
epistemological antinomies Gödel mentions were those connected with
language and definability, in Ramsey’s classification. Ramsey [1925] had
distinguished two groups of antinomies (contrary to those as Russell who
attributed all of them to the same phenomenon, e.g. impredicativity). One
group encompassed those relating to ordinals and cardinals, while group B
contained the Liar, Berry, Richard, Weyl’s eterological adjective and the
smallest undefinable ordinal. It seemed to Ramsey that contradictions of

                                    
3 It is curious that Gödel should mention first Richard and then the “Liar”; it is the
latter which is usually associated to his proof; on the other hand the analogy with
Richard’s antinomy is far from catching one’s eye. See van Heijenoort [1967,  p. 439]
for a not entirely successful effort to bring together Richard’s argument and Gödel’s
proof.
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group B, which he preferred to call “epistemological” whereas Peano used
“linguistic”, were not purely logical, since they all included some reference
to thought, to language and symbolism, which are not formal, rather
empirical subjects. They were probably due not to a mistaken logic but to
mistaken ideas on logic and language.

   Nobody in the Twenties worried any more about the so called
ultrafinite antinomies, after Zermelo’s axiomatization, but those of
definability were still disturbing, and they kept crossing the path of no
nonsense mathematicians. Zermelo had failed his attack, and he was
loosing his war with Skolem just in those years. But this was then far from
clear, on the contrary, the official version was that all had been done, as
far as foundations were concerned; Fraenkel for example was insensible to
the issue.

The history of definability and its becoming a mathematical subject
is important both in itself and because it epitomizes the trend of modern
mathematics, which is characterized by jumps of levels of abstraction. In
the last two centuries, general concepts involved in the characterization of
mathematical activity and objects have in their turn become objects: from
equations to be solved to the theory of solvability, from computations to
the theory of computability, from proofs to mathematical logic, from
definitions to the study of definability.  Moreover definability
encompasses both logic and computability and only its acceptance as a
mathematical subject paved the way for computability. The latter thus,
also for its more obvious ties with mathematical practice, had not to
suffer the difficulties of the former.

Definability at the beginning of the century

Definability had had a bad reception at the time of its first
appearances, not in the least because of its connection with puzzling and
disturbing phenomena. It began to be discussed before, or independently
of the fact that it was used for paradoxes, namely in the context of the
new theory of infinite sets, and the disturbing principle of choice, as is
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documented by Moore [1982]. The first discussion was that of the famous
Cinq Lettres , an exchange between French analysts Borel [1905], Lebesgue,
Hadamard on the new trend Analysis was undertaking under the Cantorian
influence.  The undenumerable lurked as a nightmare to be avoided, and
the only way to do this seemed to be by sticking to the definable.  It was
clear to them that to restrict oneself to definable sets meant to restrict the
discourse to the denumerable. It was posed the question whether the
axiom of choice would hold for definable sets (later discussed also by
Richard); they tried to distinguish between naming and existence (as
independently also Berstein did, in a different terminology) and
introduced the distinction between constructive and existential proofs;
Lebesgue asked esplicitely whether it was possible to name a well-ordering
of the continuum (the problem was later solved by proving that such a
well ordering cannot even be D12).

They were still discussing only of definitions and of definable
objects; but as soon as “definability” entered in a definition, on a par with
the other usual mathematical concepts, it produced contradictions. So at
the very beginning the definability concept was denounced as non-
mathematical, in particular by Peano and Zermelo. But definability kept
coming afloat.

Peano [1906] remarked that “exemplo de Richard non pertine ad
Mathematica, sed ad Linguistica”, though the claim is strange in one who,
among other things, was to lay the basis for the algebraic theory of
grammars in Peano [1930].  Zermelo in 1908 played the irony card; he
pointed to the contradictions the notion led to, and to the fact that people
could allegedly prove everything and its contrary by appealing to it. He
had some examples to confirm his charges, taken from the domain of the
continuum problem (König, Bernstein, Richard).

Zermelo is well aware of the definability question in his two 1908
papers, one containing the new proof of the possibility of a well ordering,
the other dedicated to the presentation of his axiom system. In the paper
on the axiom of choice Zermelo [1908a] discusses some criticism of his
first 1904 proof and other papers appeared in between. He dwelves in
particular on König, footnote 11, where he notices that König tries to use a
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Richard type antinomy to solve the continuum problem, by showing that
its cardinality is not an aleph, not being well orderable.  

Zermelo remarks that König’s notion of “finitely definable” is not an
absolute notion; it is relative to the language and the notations allowed(he
was anticipated in this remark by Hessenberg [1906]). The problem
whether a single individual can have a finite designation is ill posed, since
to every object one could assign in an arbitrary manner, if necessary, any
denotation whatsoever. To have the continuum problem depend on such
issues makes it trivial, and in a sense all questions could be so reduced
and decided, both ways, since the notion is contradictory. As a witness, he
refers to Felix Bernstein who in 1905  believed he had proved, by apppeal
to finite definability, that the continuum is equivalent to the second
number class, hence well orderable. Starting from the same notion as
König, he arrived at the opposite conclusion.   

 It is important to know what had happened in those preceeding
years, since this short period is a very interesting and crucial chapter of
the history of set theory, without which the replacement axiom could not
have been formulated and understood (a detailed history is told in Lolli
[1985]).

At the 1904 Heidelberg International Congress  Julius König had
announced a proof that the cardinality of the continuum could not be an
aleph, on the basis of a mistaken interpretation of a Bernstein’s unequality
applied to the cofinality of the continuum. Cantor had been for a short
while very worried, but the issue was clairified during the meeting itself4.
Then König[1905b] proposed a different proof, based on the concept of
definability. It is contemporary but independent, perhaps a little
anticipatory, with respect to Richard’s antinomy5.

König considers the definable elements of the continuum, which
being denumerable have a sup (it is not clear whether for König they
constitute a segment of the ordinals or if he takes the union) which is thus
also definable. Now the first next element should also be definable, a

                                    
4 For this episode see König [1904, 1905a]  and  Bernstein [1905b].

5 See van Heijenoort [1967, p. 142].
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contradiction. He does not remark that for the soundness of the argument
also the well ordering should be definable, so that what he is going to
prove at most is that there is no definable well ordering of the continuum.
As a variant, one can consider denumerable ordinals associated to
definable denumerable well orderings, namely subsets of the natural
numbers, or sequences of 0’s and 1’s, and the first non-definable ordinal,
to get a contradiction.  König considers his argument not as a paradox but
as a legitimate proof by contradiction of the impossibility of a well
ordering of the continuum.

König tried to be more precise on the notion of definability (endlich
definierbar); he thought one had to have a general language suitable for
the scientific discourse; and in König [1907] he claimed that such a
language for set theory could not lack the power to treat logical and
gnoseological questions.  Then he introduced the concept of pseudo-finite
definitions, where a reference to an infinity of elements is implicit, such as
in the diagonalization argument (and by iteration pseudo-pseudo-finite
and so on).  Also Richard [1903], with reference to the Cantor’s
diagonalization, had acknowledged with Jules Tannery that one should
accept  real numers with a  formation law which couldn’t be given with a
finite set of words.

Felix Bernstein, at the same 1904 Congress had promised a
communication he didn’t give, publishing instead a short notice in
Jahresbericht der DMV. There Bernstein [1905c] announced a paper in the
Mathematische Annalen that was never to be published. Bernstein appears
to be very uncertain on the continuum issue in these years, and he
discusses both the possibility of its being not well orderable, owing to the
equivocal class W of all the ordinals, in Bernstein [1905a], and the
possibility of a neat determination of its position in the series of alephs.
He had proved in his 1901 dissertation that the cardinality of the
continuum is the same as that of the set of all denumerable order types.

In the Jahresbericht notice Bernstein introduces a distinction
between existential and computable statements (existierende vs.
berechenbare Ausdrücke). He describes (or better alludes to) a hierarchy
of levels of computable functions, indexed by denumerable ordinals,
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where each level is obtained by applying an operator to the set of
functions of the previous levels. From these scanty hints he draws an
astonishing conclusion: altohough the notion of an arbitrary funtion
without Bildungsgesetz is not justified, the cardinality of the continuum is
nonetheless x1, because the totality of endliche Gesetze is not
denumerable, but has the power x1. His idea is somewhat reminiscent of

what Hilbert [1925] will try to do in his  attempt to prove the continuum
hypothesis by an iteration of recursive operators.  

Richard worked alone, without connections with the mathematical
German community and he used for his argument in Richard [1905] the
antidiagonal of an infinite matrix of 0’s and 1’s, following Cantor’s idea: if
a(n, m), with values 0 and 1, is the matrix, the antidiagonal is 1 - a(n, n).
The matrix Richard considers represents the sequence of all definable
reals. The definition of the antidiagonal looks legitimate, being obtained
with arithmetical operations, but the matrix itself is defined by use of the
notion of definablity. It is a kind of Golem. Its rows are the numbers which
can be defined  by means of “all the permutations of the 26 letters of the
French alphabet which are definitions of numbers”. Richard had already
considered in 1903 the enumerations of all possible phrases of the French
language, with cancellation of those which have not the required property,
while presenting  Fermat’s theorem and the difficulties of a proof; he
enumerated there all possible proofs.

If Cantor’s antidiagonal proved the non denumerability of the
continuum, what does Richard’s antidiagonal prove? Richard himself
seems a little confused. He didn’t consider his own a true contradiction,
since he shew also the possible way out: the definition of the antidiagonal
has to be rejected as impossible; if it were the q-th line, at the moment in
which this line was inserted as definable in the matrix one would have had
to know already the whole matrix. Richard’s remark will be accepted and
developed by Poincaré and Russell as a refutation of impredicative
definitions.  Later  Richard [1907] changed his explanation, probably not
wanting to commit himself to the predicativity position, and claimed the
definition had to be refused simply because it turned out to be
inconsistent.
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As König and Bernstein each in their own ways, also Richard hints
somehow, without going into the details, at a possible stratification of
definability levels (a first one, a second one in which the definability
notion of the first level is used ando so on).

Zermelo’s axiomatization of set theory

Zermelo [1908b] did not only critizise these attempts, but tried to
make them impossible in the setting of his axiomatization. With his axiom
system he wanted to ban the definability confusion which surrounded the
building of sets, and caused just plain mathematical errors, not only
antinomies. Definability was the object of the zermelian notion of definite
(definit) condition; the definit concept was used in the subsets axiom,
Aussonderung Axiom, where only definit notions could be used. Definit
was not better specified than in the following way: “A question or
statement is called definit if the fundamental relations of the domain, by
means of the axioms and the universally valid logical laws, determine
without ambiguity whether it holds or not”. To Zermelo however this was
sufficient to ensure that not only “red objects” but also conditions like
“definable with a finite number of words” were excluded from use in the
subsets axiom, and Richard’s antinomy and the paradoxes of finite
denotation would fade away.   

For the moment Zermelo won6; but it was a kind of Pyrrhus’s victory.
When people such as Fraenkel and Skolem began to build and study
models of set theory, they easily realized that to control the iteration of
the set theoretical operations they had to have a preliminary specification
of the totality of definite operations. A nice way to do this was offered by
the  precise clauses of first order languages, obtained by Weyl [1910] and
Skolem [1913], while Fraenkel always resorted to a more mathematical
formulation. But then, as a corroboration of the evils of definability,
Skolem’s paradox followed. In 1930, when Gödel was writing his paper,
Skolem [1930] and Zermelo [1929] were still debating about the relativism

                                    
6 This was clear to Schönflies [1913, p. 176, n.2], that the notion of finite definability is
not definit, in his report for the German Mathematical Society.
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of the set theoretical notions, with Zermelo’s attempt to avoid it with a
sort of second order logic. He opposed now, as he would oppose to
Gödel’s result, to the use of restricted means of proofs.

Besides Skolem’s paradox, in the Twenties still other bad news came
from the linguistic treatment of mathematical questions; the chances were
high, since in the meantime the concept of formal system, together with
the logical languages, had been perfectioned and were commonly used. By
the work of Hilbert’s school, some truths were now truims and largely
accepted, for example that proofs could be enumerated, and they are used
by Finsler in his discovery of a possibly devastating antinomy.

Finsler’s anticipation

Finsler [1926] builds an undecidable statement using Richard’s
technique; he assumes (for the sake of contradiction) Hilbert’s view of
formalization; he intends to prove that formal consistency does not
ensure freedom from contradictions. On the contrary, the formal gives
inconsistencies which are not so in the conceptual realm.

Finsler first proposes again Richard’s antinomy. He asks us to
imagine a finite system of symbols, with an alphabetic order and
grammatical rules B which allow to single out the set of admissible words,
each with a unique unambiguous meaning (untroubled that the
disambiguation presupposes that meaning is decidable); an object is
finitely definable if it is determined by one of these words of B. Then he
considers Richard’s matrix and the antidiagonal, with the to him formally
unsolvable antinomy. “The given definition, however, becomes
unobjectable as soon as we transfer it from the formal to the purely
conceptual realm and leave the formal out of consideration. Then it
unambiguously defines a certain binary sequence that is not finitely
definable by means of B”.  

This is the frail part of Finsler’s paper, but next Finsler defines
“formal proof”, and a formally undecidable proposition as a proposition
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for which no formal proof is possible, either for the proposition itself or
for its contradictory.
 “Now consider all the combinations of signs of the system  B, that
constitute a formal proof of the fact that in a certain binary sequence the
number 0 occurs infinitely many times, or, alternatively, that it does not
occur infinitely many times. Then with every such proof there is
associated an unambiguously determined binary sequence, namely,
precisely the one for which the proof holds”; a denumerable sequence of
these proofs can be established, and the associated binary sequences
extracted from the proofs, too, form a denumerable sequence. “Now take
the antidiagonal sequence associated with this sequence and construct the
proposition:  In the antidiagonal sequence just defined the number 0 does
not occur infinitely many times. This propostion is formally undecidable
since the associated binary sequence cannot belong to the sequence
established above. We can therefore say that the proposition is formally
consistent. But for all that, we can see that this proposition is false, hence
inconsistent”. Again, “the proof is unobjectable as soon as we transfer it
from the formal to the purely conceptual realm and leave the formal out
of consideration”.  

The usual criticism of this argument (which is right in the
mathematical part) points to the vagueness both of the formal system and
of the conceptual realm alluded to; the criticism repeats that of Gödel
who, when Finsler in 1933 directed him to his 1926 work, reacted with
little fair play as if Finsler would have tried to show a sort of absolute
unprovability. He wrongly said not only that Finsler’s system was not
clearly defined, but that the antidiagonal would not anyway be
representable in a correct formal system. Later in 1970 he was of a more
peaceful mind, and acknowledged that if Finsler had specified a formal
system then his proof could have been amended and made acceptable
(Gödel’s attitude is discussed in Wang [1974, 1987]).  It is true that
Finsler’s notion of the conceptual realm is very obscure (later he claimed
for example that Gödel’s informal proof of the undecidable proposition
was actually formal); but that is not the problem. Finsler’s proof is as
much correct as was Gödel’s introduction to his own paper, where he
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presented a sketch without giving all the details of the representation of
the recursive functions (and in so doing he was not able to avoid all
pifalls, as shown in Lolli [1992]).  

Finsler too omits many details, too many; and it is not clear that they
are simply details, to be recovered in the main bulk of the paper, as was
Gödel’s case. Given an enumeration of all formal proofs, one should first
single out those who talk about infinite binary sequences, then from each
of them one should extract the sequence the proof is about, and of which
it says that in it 0 occurs infinitely many times, or does not occur
infinitely many times, in order to define the matrix

a(n, m) = 1  iff   the sequence which the n-th proof is about has a 1 at 
the m-th place.

It is one thing to notice that a proof talks about a sequence and says
something about it, quite another to pick such sequence and the property
it is said to have in a purely syntactical way from the formal array of
symbols. If Finsler had considered what kinds of operations on words he
had to do, to give a mathematical definition of his matrix, he would have
started from extracting from a list its i-th element, substituting in a list an
element in a given position and so on and so forth with all the
combinatorial syntactical operations. Then he should have had to give a
proof of the representability of these operations in a formal system, as
Gödel did by proving the arithmetical representability of primitive
recursive funtions.  

Apart from this essential step, Finsler’s matrix above is not so much
more demanding that that of Gödel, which informally can be defined in
the following way:

= 1  if the sentence obtained by substituting in the n-th
formula  the Gödel number of the numeral m  is provable

a(n, m) = 0  if the sentence obtained... is refutable
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= ≠  otherwise7,

and it is not much more difficult to read and to interpret.

Gödel’s legacy

So the paradox technology was already available and indeed it had
already been used; what was lacking is clear from the examination of
Finsler’s proof, it was the mathematical representation of the syntactical
operations. Gödel succeeded in three steps: first arithmetization of the
language, then recognition of the recursive character of the operations
involved through the associated arithmetical functions, and finally back to
language, the representability of recursive functions in the formal system
of arithmetic.

Arithmetization made it possible to apply mathematical operations
to languages. Gödel could thus systematically use primitive recursion on
natural numbers, whose justification and range, dating back only to
Dedekind, was not so well established and known.  He couldn’t have done
a direct application of recursion on the length of lists, had he been
prepared to do so. Such leaps into the abstract do never occur. Probably
he could not have visualized the mathematical structures involved in such
a new field, contrary to the clear insight into classes of mathematical
functions. As a side product he thus defined an interesting class of
arithmetical functions which were to be studied and generalized in the
following years, leading to the general recursive functions.

Gödel’s arithmetization of the syntax is a nice illustration of the fact
that the first stage of the mathematization of a subject comes with the
application of numbers to the new domain, at least for psychological
reasons. (Or so it was, now we know better, and we know how to
mathematize without numbers.) It soon became evident what was already
implicit in the convinction of the enumerability of words and proofs,

                                    
7 ≠ means “undefined”; this is the trick you have to do if you want to use Richard’s
matrix machinery for a presentation of Gödel’s proof.
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namely that the objects where just the finite sequences over a finite set
(alphabet).  The abstract set theoretical language was later helpful, but
remember that at the time of Gödel’s work set theory was not yet to
everybody the foundational theory, it was just a mathematical theory
concerned with infinite cardinals (and Gödel referred to Principa
Mathematica as a logical framework).

In the domain of syntax, numbers attached to words didn’t measure
anything, they were just familiar labels, but like a Trojan horse they
introduced and made recognizable the appropriate kind of computable
operations. With Turing machines however it became clear that
computability does not have necessarily to do with numbers or with
numerical symbols; that the linguistic structures are in themselves
mathematical.  Eventually languages such as LISP (lists-processing), with
recursion on lists, were introduced and used, and when the abstract
setting was defined it began to be presented in textbooks (such as e.g.
Brainerdn Landweber [1974]). Nowadays arithmetization, with its huge
numbers and awful and awesome factorizations, is found only in old
fashioned logic textbooks8. The use of numbers is rather considered as a
complication, since theory and metatheory coincide, which can be
theoretically important but practically confusing, because any single
proposition has two interpretations, one as a metamathematical sentence
and one as a proposition of formalized arithmetic, as Bourbaki puts it.

Today, in the theory and practice of programming, programs are
linguistic texts and all necessary mathematical operations on them are
performed with no need of arithmetization. Also the paradoxes are
included as special technical tools. They serve for the undecidability
results: to prove an impossibility you have to get it by contradiction; then
all paradoxes come handy, such as Berry’s paradox9.  

                                    
8 And you can skip also the representability part, unless you are interested in weak
theories and smaller classes of functions (for complexity theory). This does not mean
that many technical points solved by Gödel, such as the sufficiency of addition ad
multiplication to code sequences, are not interesting in themselves and for coding
theory.
9 See for example the use of Berry’s paradox in Machtey, Young [1978].
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Beppo Levi [1908] first gave a mathematical version of Berry’s
paradox (“the least number that cannot be defined with less than twenty
syllables”): let B be the number of symbols we need to compose our
statements, including punctuation and mathematical symbols (such as “|”
for exponentiation); it is safe to assume B > 40, and b = 2 if b is the
number of figures in B’s decimal notation. Now consider an enumeration
of all definitions and the definition “the number of place B|B” in the given
enumeration. This definition has length 22 + 2b and so
place of  “the number of place B|B”  <   B|(22 + 2b )  < B|B.
Levi was cavalier with the notion of “definition”, as Richard and Finsler had
been, but he went a little bit ahead in the mathematical dissection of
linguistic objects. His version has been recently formalized by Boolos
[1989]. It is the forerunner of the incompleteness phenomena due to
definitions much shorter than what is defined, and of the information
theoretic developments due to Gregory Chaitin, summed up in Chaitin
[1987].

We are so used now to the large and growing part of mathematics
connected with languages that we find it difficult, without a historical
reconstruction, to perceive how difficult it was its birth. The long run
trends of abstract set theory, of structuralism and of axiomatization came
to converge in its acceptance. But it is one thing to say that it is the
structure that counts, another thing to see it in what up to now has been
excluded from mathematical treatment, precisely because it represented a
pre-condition  of doing mathematics itself (the language we use to do it).
Gödel succeeded, and this is part of the moral, by a combination of soft
and hard mathematics; he played with paradoxes but he also went through
the painstaking arithmetical calculations which were rewarding, and
necessary to overcome resistance and scepticism.

Gabriele Lolli
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